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21st printing, 1997, of the 1967 first edition, a fresh, unread, unworn, unopened, unmarked
hardcover, with an equally fine unclipped (no price anywhere) dust jacket, from A. Notice this
edition has slightly different cover art from that on this expert Amazon listing, for one thing
orange instead of yellow. the book measures about 4 1/2" X 5 3/4" X 3/4" and has 335 webpages.
A. World Solutions, Inc.
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Amazing adjunct to AA's Big Book Bill W was one of the founders of Alcoholics Anonymous, the
12-step group that has saved many a life and family. There exists a desk of contents in the
beginning that shows page quantity(s) for a particular subject.It must be working. The main
book, of course, may be the Big Publication, but here we have selections from Bill's various other
writing. Gift for my area mate. Friend of Costs. We read one web page each meeting and then
members touch upon that. It is training beautifully, very spiritually, just as folks with prior
encounter with the same stated it would. The book itself was delivered in excellent condition.
The print here is kinda small. Not at all "preachy" but extremely humble with much wisdom. There
are 361 pages, easy to read. How he got the wisdom? Very useful and handy book to have. Each
access is one page very long. It can be used as inspirational reading by an individual and it could
be utilized as a bottom for discussion in an AA group. I have found it useful and enlightening.
And the purchase price was actually significantly less than I would have got paid in the areas.
easy to read This book is broken into subjects, each page has its topic, for instance "resentment',
and how to deal with it. There is an excellent subject index in the front that pulls collectively the
writings on a relevant subject. A little book with a big amount of wisdom This title with quotes
from the writing of Costs (one of the founders of AA) is vital for the recovering Alcoholic. So this
little gem could possibly be used as a "devotional". Strongly suggested. Larry Excellent book &
Tremendous Value Excellent reading materials. This book will help my understanding of what I
practice in my own program.If we had to get more, the more costly new copies, I think I would
ask the group to get the large print version for the benefit of aging eye. And as a Christian, I've
found that the words are in contract with scripture. Arrived as brand-new, descriptions
accurate.I've long had a duplicate but these small pages never meant as much to me as they do
today. Well, that is a miracle. This book is awesome. Two Stars The book wad in really bad
shape. My AA group uses it for daily topics. Love it. It originates from other Bill readings Love it.
It originates from other Costs readings, including the Big Reserve, but it's more focused on a
point each day. Great reading. Great condition Purchased used. Happy worth purchase. Very
accurate explanation. Condition was great. Four Stars Informative! You see, I purchased several
used copies because a group I belong to was starting a meeting predicated on this book. It's
working! Good reserve for AA, plenty of pieces from other books. Great Reader This is a great
reader. He lived by these works. He just crossed 29 years of sobriety. Inside is normally the best
phrases given by a man consumed by alcohol. How he worked well his way out of the ditch to
become a legend by becoming sober. Great book to read as we each escape our own ditch Five
Stars Very pleased with the health of the book.
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